Creative Zoom: Artist-led sessions (paid opportunity)
NASA-UK Professional Development series

Thanks to the ACE Emergency funding grant, we are able to pay 12 NASA-UK
members to lead 1hour workshops via zoom. The fee for each facilitating artist is
£100.
We’ve done some thinking over the past weeks and decided to focus the ask
around topics that attracted interest during a previous NASA-UK membership
gathering.
The brief
Facilitate a 60minute professional development workshop via zoom, aimed at
professional artists on one of the following subjects...

● Creating site-specific and site-responsive work
● Creative Activism
● Sensory Perspectives: creating inclusive work
● Creative process: starting from music and sound
● Creative process: starting from image
● Creative process: starting with movement and body
● Creative process: starting with object

The dates and time
We will discuss the best date with you directly but you must be available from
12:30pm to 1:30pm on one of the following Wednesdays:
August 5th - August 19th - September 2nd - September 16th - September 30th
Some sessions may be co-facilitated by multiple artists with complementary or
contrasting approaches. NASA-UK will pair people up according to the responses
we receive. The co-facilitators will split the 60minutes between them. (The fee will
remain £100 per person).
How to apply
Email zoom@nasauk.org with the subject “I’m interested!”
Send us a few lines or a video of yourself talking about...
- Which topic you’d like to lead on
- Your practice (what you do, how you ended up doing what you do)
- What your approach is to the chosen topic (how YOU in particular
make a show starting from sound, for example)
- A loose outline of what your workshop plan would be (how you
will structure the hour on zoom -this can evolve but tell us your initial
thoughts!)

The aim for each session is to provide tangible takeaways for the community to
integrate into their practice, as opposed to a seminar of talking heads.... So think
about setting people to a task, give them reflection points, challenges.
If there is more than 1 topic you feel qualified for, repeat the process!
NASA-UK steering groups members will review and contact the applicants who
seem most suited to these particular tasks to book them in.

We hope that this is just the beginning of the NASA-UK professional development
programme. We only have 12 spots to offer but we want to keep this ball rolling if
we can. So if you have requests or offers that fall outside of this series, do tell us
and we can put it in the nuclear mixer for the future!
If you have any questions, feel free to email us at zoom@nasauk.org
P.S.
Please don’t be put off by the idea of an “application”. We just want to know who’s
up for this small gig and could speak to the topics we’ve outlined in an engaging
and practical way.
So be yourself, keep it simple, and as long as you have a clear idea of what you
have to offer, that’s all we want to know!
We know everyone in this community has something valuable to offer. We’ll be
striving to provide the right time and space for everyone to shine whatever light
they have to shine! (cue Rihanna… And this squid).

